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ABSTRACT 

In this paper, we propose an algorithm for robust 3D 
motion estimation of wide baseline cameras from noisy 
feature correspondences. The posterior probability density 
function of the camera motion parameters is represented 
by weighted samples. The algorithm employs a hierarchy 
coarse-to-fine strategy. First, a coarse prior distribution of 
camera motion parameters is estimated using the random 
sample consensus scheme (RANSAC). Based on this 
estimate, a refined posterior distribution of camera motion 
parameters can then be obtained through importance 
sampling. Experimental results using both synthetic and 
real image sequences indicate the efficacy of the proposed 
algorithm. 

1. INTRODUCTION 

Recently, multiple cameras and wide baseline stereo 
cameras have attracted much attention to tackle computer 
vision problems that are difficult to solve using a 
monocular camera, such as human motion analysis 
(robust human body part tracking), wide area surveillance 
(distributed tracking), etc. To observe the events of 
interests from distinct view points, cameras are usually 
widely separated, with significant orientation changes. 
Relative camera positions and orientations need to be 
solved so that video streams or pre-processing results 
from these cameras can be effectively integrated. This 
essentially is the traditional structure-from-motion 
problem in computer vision. Two issues need to be 
addressed here: feature correspondence across wide 
baseline stereo, and robust camera motion estimation. 
Between the two issues, the first one has been considered 
a much more difficult problem than the second one. There 
is a common understanding that once the feature 
correspondences can be found accurately, the camera 
motion estimation is straightforward. Based on this belief, 
in the past few years, considerable research effort has 
been taken to address the wide baseline stereo feature 
matching problem and a multitude of methods has been 
proposed to solve the problem, based on PDE [1], affine 

viewpoint invariant features transformation [2,3] and 
moving objects trajectory matching [4], to name a few. 
Although these wide baseline feature matching algorithms 
usually work reasonably well, significant errors 
sometimes still exist in the found feature 
correspondences. In the presence of feature matching 
errors, posterior probability density function (pdf) is a 
better representation of the camera motion parameters 
space than a single optimal solution in some sense. Since 
the posterior pdf can well describe the uncertainty as well 
as any ambiguities of the motion parameters. In this 
paper, we propose a two step coarse-to-fine computational 
framework to obtain the posterior pdf of the camera 
motion parameters. First, a coarse prior distribution of 
camera motion parameters is estimated using the random 
sample consensus scheme (RANSAC) [5]. Based on the 
initial estimates, a refined posterior distribution can then 
be obtained via importance sampling [6].  

1.1. Related work 

The sequential importance sampling has been used to 
recursively estimate the motion of a continuously moving 
camera and scene structure, using a video taken by the 
moving camera [7]. However, possible large camera 
orientation changes make it impossible to apply the 
algorithm proposed in [7] to compute camera motion, 
which assumes smooth camera rotation changes in 
continuous camera motion.  

The RANSAC technique has also been widely applied to 
camera motion estimation, [8, 9, 10], especially in the 
presence of mismatch features. When using RANSAC, 
feature sets containing the minimal number of feature 
correspondences are selected randomly. Each set 
produces a hypothesis for the relative camera motion. 
These hypotheses are then measured by robust statistical 
criteria using all feature correspondences. The best 
solution is further refined iteratively using global 
optimization techniques such as bundle-adjustment [11]. 
Although based the scores of these hypotheses, a pdf of 
the camera motion parameters can be found, it is not 
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accurate enough to reflect the true solution space, which 
is because that the sampling is done in the observation 
data set (feature pairs), but not directly in the parameter 
space.  In the proposed algorithm, we apply RANSAC to 
obtain an initial prior distribution and based on that, a 
refined posterior pdf of the motion parameters is 
computed through the importance sampling. 

2. BACKGROUND 

2.1. Epipolar Geometry 

Consider two separate cameras. Let C and C’ be the two 
related camera centered coordinate systems. Let the 
rotation matrix and translation vector from C to C’ be (R, 
T) such that for a 3D point P in C, its new coordinate in 
C’ is given by P’=R(P-T). Five parameters are used to 
describe the relative motion between C and C’, x=(ψx, ψy, 
ψz,α, β )T, where ψ’s are rotation angles and α and β are 
the elevation and azimuth angles of translation direction. 
Let γ be the translation magnitude. The translation T is 
then given by γ(sinαcosβ, sinαsinβ, cosα)T. Translation 
magnitudes of multiple cameras can only be recovered up 
to a scale. In the case of two cameras, it can be used as the 
unit for length variables such as the feature point depths. 

 
Figure 1. Projective geometry of two cameras 

Figure 1 illustrates the parameterization of relative motion 
between two cameras. Let p=(u,v,1) and p’=(u’,v’,1) be 
the projections of P in two related image planes in 
homogeneous coordinates. The well-known epipolar 
constraint states that the epipolar distance d(p’,l) from p’ 
to its related epipolar line l=(a,b,c) is zero.  d(p’,l) is 
given by 
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The epiploar line l related to p is determined by the 
camera motion. 
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A and A’ are the known calibration matrices of the 
two cameras. [K]× denoates a skew symmetric 
matrix, such that for any 3D vector y, [K]×y=K×y.  
2.2. Importance Sampling 

Drawing samples from a target distribution sometimes is 
not an easy task. Importance sampling has been proposed 
to use weighted samples from a trial distribution to 
represent samples from the target distribution, in terms of 
properly weighted samples. A random variable X drawn 
from a distribution g is said to be properly weighted by a 
weighting function w(X) with respect to the distribution π 
if for any integrable function h, 

Egh(X) w(X) = Eπh(X) 
A set of random draws and weights {x(j);w(j)}; j = 1; 2..,n, 
is said to be properly weighted with respect to π if 
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for any integrable function h. The weight function w(X) is 
the ratio of the target and trial distributions. 
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Given nosiy feature matches Y, we would like to obtain 
samples that are properly weighted with respect to the 
posterior camera motion parameters, namely, p(X|Y). In 
the proposed approach, we first use RANSAC to get an 
initial distribution for the motion parameters. Using this 
initial resutls as the prior knowledge for camera motion, 
we then apply importance sampling to obtain refined 
posterior camera motion distributions.  

3. INITIALIZATION  

To improve the numerical condition of the observation 
matrix [12], the coordinates of the correspondences are 
normalized to the range of [-1,1]. The following 
procedure using the RANSAC based on the eight-point 
algorithm [12] is then applied to the normalized 
correspondences to obtain an initial distribution of the 
camera motion parameters.  

a) Randomly select N sets of eight matched feature 
pairs. N depends on the percentage of good matches 
and desired probability that at least one set contains 
all correctly matched features. 

b) Compute the essential (E) matrix using one of the 
feature set by the eight-point algorithm. 

c) If the major portion of the feature correspondences 
(e.g. 90%) can be interpreted by the fundamental 
matrix such that the epipolar distances computed by 
(1) are less than a pre-chosen threshold (e.g. 4 
pixels), this E matrix is accepted as a good sample.  
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d) The camera motion parameters x is then recovered 
from the E matrix [10].  

e) Assume the standard deviations of feature matching 
errors along two axes in image plane are both σ. A 
weight w is computed based on the epipolar distance 
∆, with respect to this sample. Since the true 
projection of the point in the image plane is 
unknown, we assume that it’s uniformly distributed 
along the image plane. Hence the sample weight, 
which is the  likelihood of the motion estimation is 
computed by 
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where r1 and r2 are the lengths of the line segments 
from the pl (the projection of p’ on l) to the two valid 
terminals of l on the second image plane (as 
illustrated by Figure 2).  The two valid terminals can 
be determined using camera motion parameter x, 
previous project p and the cheirality (positive-depth) 
constraint.   

 
Figure 2. Epipolar line segments 

f) Go to step b) and continue, till all N sample sets have 
been tested. Keep all the accepted fundamental 
matrix samples. 

Let {x(j),w(j)}j=1
n be the valid weight sample set resulting 

from this initialization procedure. The motion samples 
can be viewed as samples drawn from a priori distribution 
p0(x). 

4. BAYESIAN MOTION ESTIMATION  

According to Bayes’ rule  

p(x|y) ∝ p(y|x) p0(x) 

Given samples and weights representing prior motion 
distribution p0(x), we would like to drawn more samples 
from the prior distribution p0(x) and evaluate the weights, 
which is p(y|x), the likelihood of the samples according to 
importance sampling. The resulting refined weighted 
samples are properly weighted with respect to the 
posterior distribution. To increase the search space of the 
motion parameters, a mixed Gaussian distribution is used 
in place of the original approximate prior distribution 
p0(x). Using each sample of {x(j)} as seed samples, new 
samples are drawn according from a seed-sample-
centered normal distribution and the weights of the new 
samples are evaluated properly. The detailed sampling 
procedure is as follows.  

a) Re-sample the initial distribution. According to the 
initial distribution {w(j)}j=1

n,  draw seed sample  xs.  

b) Local importance sampling. Around xs, draw M 
samples xr

(k) from a trial distribution, g(x). Here we  
select g(x) = N(xr

(k),Σ),  where Σ is a diagonal matrix 
with small positive elements. Compute epipolar 
distances related to these new motion samples using 
(1) and evaluate weights wr

(k) using (3), according to 
the weight evaluation rule in importance sampling. 
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where the likelihood is computed using (2). 

c) Go to step a) and continue, till a sufficient number of 
seed samples have been drawn from the prior 
distribution.  

The new samples and weights {xr
(j),wr

(j)}j=1
n are then used 

to represent the posterior distribution of the camera 
motion parameters. 

5. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS 

The proposed algorithm has been tested using both 
synthetic and real image sequences. One example is 
included here. In this example, two cameras with 
perpendicular looking directions were used to watch a 
parking lot. Each camera has tracked a walking person. 
The centroids of this walking person in two views at 
corresponding frames are used as matched feature points 
between two cameras.  The two centroid trajectories are 
show in Figure 3.  The motion estimation results are 
shown in Figure 4. The left column lists the initial camera 
motion distributions obtained using RANSAC and the 
right column shows the refined motion distributions after 
importance sampling. The refined camera motion 
distribution is more much accurate in terms of low 
uncertainties. Although the ground-truth of the camera 
motion is not available, the motion estimation results are 
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consistent to the knowledge of the rough relative position 
of the two cameras when the sequences were captured. 

  
Figure 3. Human tracking results from two cameras 

4. CONCLUSIONS 

In this paper, we have proposed a two-step coarse-to-fine 
approach to robust Bayesian motion estimation of wide 
baseline cameras. RANSAC is deployed first to obtain an 
initial distribution of the motion parameters. Importance 
sampling is then applied to refine the distribution, using 
the initial distribution as prior knowledge of the camera 
motion. Weighted samples are obtained to represent the 
posterior distribution of the camera motion parameters. 
The proposed algorithm is robust to feature matching 
errors across wide baseline cameras. 
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Figure 4. Camera motion estimation results. The left 
column presents the initial distributions obtained using 
RANSAC and the right column shows the refined 
distribution after importance sampling. 


